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Inside Referex
Referex is a fully searchable reference database containing over 1,900 full-text e-books for professional reference
from Elsevier imprints as well as independent publisher William Andrew. It provides fast, comprehensive answers
to questions engineers of all levels face daily.
Referex is available exclusively on Engineering Village, a powerful research platform. It is easy to use and can be
searched across titles by full-text or by keyword. Users can view books by chapter and section, which may be read
online, or download them as a PDF file.
Referex means faster, better, more productive
research.

Referex Quick Facts
• Six subject collections
• 1,900 + full-text e-books
• Unlimited downloads
• Content includes handbooks, professional
reference, how-to, and practice guides

Engineering researchers turn to Referex on Engineering Village
to quickly seek and find targeted information in a constantly
expanding volume of available data – without wasting valuable
time. Referex e-books empower engineers with accurate, reliable
information and actionable intelligence. By accessing Referex on
Engineering Village, users can:

• Save valuable time: Easy-to-use search functions for all
experience levels
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• Gain at-a-glance knowledge: View results at the chapter
or page level

• Streamline research: Personalization options allow
collaboration and organization

Electronics & Electrical
Engineering
Civil & Environmental
Engineering
Computing
Networking & Security

See back for a list of Referex
Subject Collections…

Referex Subject Collections
Chemical, Petrochemical, & Process Engineering

Materials & Mechanical Engineering

Leading titles in energy, chemical engineering, chemical
hazards, process engineering, and oil & gas engineering.

A carefully selected collection for automotive, aeronautical,
marine, tribology, and health and safety issues.

Electronics & Electrical Engineering

Civil & Environmental Engineering

Comprehensive coverage for electrical power engineers,
electronics engineers, embedded systems engineers, and
communications engineers.

A cross-section of civil and environmental engineering
issues— from building construction and HVAC to water
resource management.

Computing

Networking & Security

Covers computer architecture, databases and networking,
graphics and gaming, human-computer interaction, and
software engineering.

Hands-on guidance for security practitioners, from system and
network administrators to dedicated security professionals.

• Navigate easily through pages,
chapters, or to table of contents from
page header
• View relevant content with highlighted
search and related terms
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• Save full-text, including diagrams and
formulas, as a PDF for easy retrieval
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